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Abstract

Wells, Katie Roseanne. M.S. The University of Memphis. May 2011. Time Motion Analysis of Women’s Collegiate Indoor Volleyball. Major Professor: Brian Schilling Ph.D.

A better understanding of the demands of a sport can be determined by identifying work-to-rest ratios and frequency of high-intensity movements, but limited research has been done on indoor volleyball. Video footage of two matches for a mid-level NCAA Division I women’s indoor volleyball team was analyzed using time motion analysis. Rally durations (mean of 7.6s), the rest times (18.8s), and the number of high-intensity movements (total of 1507) were recorded. The outside hitters, middle blockers, and the setter performed the greatest number of HIM per rally with means of 0.78, 0.96, and 0.98 respectively and mean HIM/s of 0.031, 0.037, and 0.038 respectively. Total work and total time were calculated, 48.3 minutes and 166.5 minutes respectively. Therefore, the ball was only in play 29.0% of total time. The overall work-to-rest ratio was 0.40:1.
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INTRODUCTION

Volleyball is characterized by rapid and repeated application of force requiring agility and quickness on both defense and offense (35). These rapid movements include approach and block jumps, hitting or spiking the ball, and explosively reacting to the ball by passing or diving (35). Past volleyball studies have focused on injuries (primarily of the knee and shoulder) (13, 17, 27), performance measures such as jump displacement and serving accuracy (1, 7, 13-15, 22, 23, 28, 32, 34), and physiological characteristics (4, 5, 18, 20, 24, 26, 33), but the metabolic demands of indoor volleyball have not been rigorously studied.

Time motion analysis (TMA) has been described as an objective method for the quantification of movement patterns in sport situations which provides speeds, durations, distances covered, and physiological aspects of a sport within a competition setting (9, 11, 30). The temporal characteristics of activities aid in detecting the predominant energy system being used, and are a conceptual framework for the metabolic component of specific physical preparation of players (11, 12). TMA can also assist in evaluating players’ performance (12). The purpose of this study is to apply TMA to volleyball.

The majority of TMA studies have investigated field sports such as rugby (8, 12, 16, 19), soccer (6, 21), or field hockey (25, 36). However, basketball (2, 3, 25), cricket (30), futsal (10), and volleyball (31) have recently been investigated. Work rates have been determined to assist coaches and strength and conditioning professionals in prescribing specific training programs (6, 8, 16, 19, 30, 36). Sport demands have been expressed as work-to-rest ratios (6, 19, 30), percentages of total time spent in activity (8, 21), or percentages of total distance covered performing purposeful movements (29). Furthermore, it was determined that only measuring total distance covered is a poor indicator of the physical stresses during an event with an intermittent
nature (21), and volleyball has far less lateral than vertical (jumping) movement making distances less relevant.

Volleyball imposes high impact forces and weight-bearing load upon the axial skeleton and the neck of the femur. A player may execute up to 300 maximal jumps in a single volleyball match (4). Therefore, the large volume of maximal and submaximal jumps and landing stresses must be taken into consideration as well as the rapid, lateral movements since all of these may be categorized as a high intensity movement (31). A previous TMA performed on indoor volleyball investigated only the front row players for an elite men’s team. Thus, the aim of this study is to expand on those findings by evaluating work-to-rest ratios and identifying the number and frequency of high-intensity movements of all court positions during NCAA Division I women’s indoor volleyball matches.

**METHODS**

*Experimental Approach to the Problem*

This study employed a cross-sectional design- Two matches from the competitive 2007 volleyball fall season were chosen for analysis. These games were selected from games having different outcome scenarios: one a 3-0 victory and one a 3-2 victory. These games were thought to represent one of the best and one of the most evenly matched of the season which is similar to the approach used by Taylor et al (37) in which three games were chosen based on the number of fouls committed. Since volleyball has a great deal of vertical and short-duration movement, the authors used a design where the volume and frequency of high-intensity movement were also recorded in addition to work/rest ratios.
Subjects

The subjects of this study were members of a mid-level Division I women’s collegiate volleyball team. All members of the team had been participating in team workouts since the middle of July. From the team of 14, only those that play substantially in the games selected were subjects of the study with a mean height of 179.3 ± 9.2cm. The protocol was approved as exempt from the university institutional review board for human subjects research.

Procedures

The video camera was set up 30 feet behind the home court end line and 10 feet above the court in the stands. This is the standard recording position for the teams scouting videos. Camera speed was standard at 60 Hz.

Each rally of the selected matches was viewed by one researcher for consistency. A rally, was operationally defined as the time from which the player serving the ball makes contact with the ball to end of play. End of play was determined by the referees whistle or an abrupt stop in play, such as a kill or block. The time of each rally and the subsequent rest period were recorded using the time on the video program and was recorded to the nearest second. The operational definition of rest in this study is the time between rallies, including timeouts.

The number of high intensity efforts completed by each player on the court was recorded in each rally according to their uniform number since players are specialized to one position no matter where they are in the serve rotation. High intensity activities were defined as jump serves, digs, jump sets, attacks/hits and blocks. Movements were counted regardless of the success of the outcome.
Statistical Analysis

Work-to-rest ratios were determined by dividing active period length by the following rest period. The frequency of high intensity activities (the aforementioned categories) was also determined over the course of both work and total play time. A t-test was used to compare values for the 3-2 victory and 3-0 victory to detect differences related to match outcome. Since playing positions were known, a one way ANOVA was run to determine if differences between positions exist. Significance level was set at $p \leq 0.05$. Tukey post hoc tests were performed in the case of significant main effects. Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes were calculated to compare means in terms of SD.

Results

The 3-0 match consisted of 66.2 minutes total time; 22.6 minutes of work time meaning the ball was in play 34.1% of total time (Table 1). The work time per rally ranged from 1 s (a serving ace) to 39 s with a mean of 7.61 s and the range of rest between rallies was 9s to 127s with a mean of 19.6s (Table 1). The work-to-rest ratios per rally ranged from 0.05:1 to 2.1:1 with a mean work-to-rest ratio of 0.39:1 $\pm$ 0.31. A total of 516 HIM were performed with a mean of 167.3 HIM per set (Table 2); the setter and middle blocker performing the majority, 142 and 139 respectively (Table 4). The number of HIM per rally for the team ranged from 0 to 22. The mean frequency of HIM per work time was 0.41/s and 0.12/s per total time (Table 3). The players performed a mean of 49.7 rallies per set with 149 total rallies.

The 3-2 match was 100.4 minutes total time; 29.8 minutes of work time, so the ball was in play 29.7% of total time. The work performed ranged from 1s to 25s with a mean of 7.64 s and the rest periods ranged from 10s to 93s with a mean of 18.1s. Therefore, the work-to-rest ratios per rally ranged from 0.01:1 to 1.91:1 with a mean of 0.42:1 $\pm$ 0.33. There were 991 HIM performed in the match; the setter performing 237 HIM and the middle blockers performing 234. The outside
hitters followed performing 202 HIM in the match. The number of HIM ranged from 0 to 16 per rally. The mean frequency of HIM was 0.16/s. The players performed a mean of 47.8 rallies per set with 991 total rallies.

There was no significant difference found between the work or rest times of the two matches \((p = 0.961\) and \(0.349\) respectively). Work-to-rest ratios were significantly different between the matches \((p = .05)\) with the mean in the 3-0 victory \((0.39:1)\) significantly less than the 3-2 victory \((0.42:1)\). The frequency HIM per work time and total time of the matches was also significantly different with \(p<.000\). The frequency HIM per work time was 0.41 and 0.12 per total time in the 3-0 victory while the mean frequency HIM per mean work time was 0.52 and 0.17 per mean total time in the 3-2 victory. With both matches combined, the mean work time was 7.6s per rally and a mean rest time of 18.9s per rally (Table 1). The team performed a total of 1507 HIM with a mean of 185.1 HIM per set and 3.81 per rally (Table 2).

The results of the one way ANOVA for HIM by player positions demonstrated a significant interaction \((p<.000)\). Tukey post hoc test for frequency HIM determined that the outside hitter \((0.031)\), the middle blockers \((0.037)\), and the setter \((0.038)\) performed significantly more HIM than the right side hitter \((0.012: P=.000\) with effect sizes of 3.9, 4.9, and 6.5 respectively), defensive specialist- right back \((0.004: P=.000\) with effect sizes of 8.0, 11.6, and 13.5 respectively), defensive specialist- middle back \((0.011: P=.000\) with effect sizes of 3.5, 4.4, and 5.6 respectively), defensive specialist- left back \((0.005: P=.000\) with effect sizes of 5.7, 6.7, and 8.9 respectively), and the libero \((0.015: P=.000\) with effect size of 3.2, 4.2, and 5.5 respectively). The defensive specialist- right back \((P=.002)\) and the defensive specialist- left back \((P=.003)\) had significantly less HIM than the libero with an effect size of 2.5 and 1.8 respectively.
Discussion

This investigation had two purposes: to identify work-to-rest ratios and the frequency of high-intensity movements in women’s collegiate volleyball using TMA, and compare these values to determine their relationship with match outcome. We hoped to provide a better understanding of the demands of the game and provide information to potentially improve the specificity of the strength and conditioning programs of these athletes (37). The definition of work-to-rest ratio is somewhat subjective depending on the varied definition of rest, with some analyses including periods of low-intensity activity at rest (9). This is especially important in volleyball since not all athletes are active during the entire work period.

We expected to find minor differences in work-to-rest ratios and in high-intensity movements between sets and matches. No significance was found between the work (P=.96) and rest (p=.35) times of both matches; however, there was significance in the work-to-rest ratios (P=.05). We conclude that the reason for significance in the work-to-rest ratios was due to the length of the 3-2 victory being much longer than the 3-0 victory. The mean rest time per rally was 19.6s for the 3-0 win and 18.1s for the 3-2 win. We hypothesize that the difference lies in the higher number of substitutions made in the 3-0 win by both teams than in the 3-2 win.

This study revealed an overall mean rally time of 7.6 seconds and an overall mean rest time of 18.9 seconds per rally with a mean HIM per rally of 3.8, which confirms the observations that there is a reliance on the ATP-PCr energy system. The longer rallies, such as the 39-second rally, could utilize the glycolytic system, but is unlikely since players are not continuously active throughout a rally. Rest time between rallies ranged from a time-out of 127 seconds to as short as 9 seconds, which appears to be ample recovery time based on the relatively short work periods.
The overall work-to-rest ratio for women’s collegiate volleyball is 0.40:1, which is considerably less than rugby referees with a work-to-rest ratio of 2:1 (19). However, players spent more time in play than Australian Rules Field Umpires that were found to have a work-to-rest ratio of 1:4.5 (6). It is important, however, to train for the full range of work-to-rest, in which 2.1:1 was the maximum work-to-rest performed in one rally determined in the analysis of the two matches. An individual volleyball player may not be highly active for the entire time the ball is in play and since a goal of this investigation was to obtain data on which to base a conditioning program, indoor volleyball may be better described by using HIM per unit time (37).

A total of 1507 HIM were performed, 516 in the 3-0 win and 991 in the 3-2 win. An independent t-test found a significant (P = .34) between the total HIM performed in each match due to the greater number of rallies in the 3-2 win compared to the 3-0 win. The right side hitter, defensive specialist- right back, defensive specialist- middle back, defensive specialist- left back, and the libero all were shown to have significantly less HIM than the outside hitter, middle blocker, and setter with effect sizes ranging from 3.2 to 13.5. The middle blockers have a large number of HIM due to the nature of the position, which are mostly block jumps. Middle blockers, also, need to be very agile performing lateral movements to perform block assists with the right side and outside hitters. The defensive specialist- right back also had significantly less HIM than the libero with an effect size of 2.5. The setter significantly more HIM than all other positions except the outside hitter and middle blocker while the libero performed significantly less HIM than the outside hitter, middle blocker, and setter yet performed significantly more HIM than the defensive specialist-right back and the defensive specialist- left back. The libero is a defensive specialist that, typically, plays defense for the middle blockers, can enter the game at any time, but can only serve for one player throughout a set. Many setters only jump set on occasion, but the setter in the two matches that were analyzed is unique due to the large number of jump sets. The outside hitters have a high number of HIM from attacks and they also perform a large number of digs during serve receive and on defense.
Limited TMA research has been done concerning indoor volleyball (31). Indoor volleyball players appear to primarily utilize the ATP-PCr energy system with 0.15 HIM/s based on our data. Other sports requiring short bouts of high-intensity activity such as field hockey, basketball, and American football may also benefit from similar analysis, as some players are not active the entire time the ball is in play. An individual coach may want to perform such an analysis due to the unique situations their team may encounter (run-&-gun basketball, no-huddle offenses in American football, etc.) A greater degree of specificity through training the specific energy system will improve competition by reducing fatigue, and can also reduce the risk of injury (37).

Despite the lack of the 0-3 loss with which to compare, we feel our sample size is adequate concerning work-to-rest ratios and the rate of HIM. The nature of the sport includes many rallies and HIM over the course of the game. Continued investigation is necessary to provide additional understanding of the demands of this sport and to improve the specificity of strength and conditioning programs of these athletes. Including heart rate during a match will add to our knowledge of the demands of indoor volleyball (37). We suggest additional study on other levels of indoor volleyball and comparisons of men and women's indoor volleyball.

**Practical Applications**

Time motion analysis reveals a reliance on the ATP-PCr energy system to perform the high-intensity demands of indoor volleyball with little glycolytic contribution. The rate of high-intensity activities is relatively low, suggesting that absolute maximal power is more important to success than high-intensity endurance. During the pre-season, training programs should be designed to fit the range of work-to-rest ratios (0.01:1 to 2.1:1), the number of team HIM per rally (ranging
from 0 to 22), and should train to improve specific performances based on the player’s position (37). Outside hitters perform digs as well as attacks and blocks; whereas the middle blockers perform many lateral movements to assist the outside hitters and right side hitters performing block jumps. The setters need to be trained for high-intensity endurance due to the large amount of submaximal activity (moving around the entire court to set the ball and performing a high number of defensive plays as well). These findings were based on mid-level collegiate women’s indoor volleyball, so training programs should be adjusted based on the level of the player’s ability.
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### Table 1: Work/rest times (s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Total Time (s)</th>
<th>Total Work Time (s)</th>
<th># of Rallies</th>
<th>Mean Work Per Rally (s)</th>
<th>Total Rest time (s)</th>
<th># of Rest periods</th>
<th>Mean Rest Per Rally (s)</th>
<th>Work/Rest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0 Victory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1266</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1323</td>
<td>370.3</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>952.7</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>*0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2 Victory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1271</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1236</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1204.6</td>
<td>357.4</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>847.2</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>*0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Mean</td>
<td>1263.8</td>
<td>363.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>900.0</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates a significant (p=.05) difference in work/rest between matches.
Table 2: High-intensity movements per set and rally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total HIM Per Set</th>
<th>HIM Per rally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0 Victory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>*172</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2 Victory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>*198.2</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>185.1</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>18.53</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates a significant (p=.034) difference in total HIM between matches.
Table 3: Frequency of high-intensity movements per total time and work time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Time (s)</th>
<th>Work Time (s)</th>
<th>Total HIM</th>
<th>Frequency per total time</th>
<th>Frequency per work time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0 Win</td>
<td>3969</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>*516</td>
<td>^0.13</td>
<td>~0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2 Win</td>
<td>6023</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td>*991</td>
<td>^0.16</td>
<td>~0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9992</td>
<td>2898</td>
<td>1507</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4996</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>753.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1452.4</td>
<td>478.0</td>
<td>335.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates a significant (p=.000) difference in total HIM.  ^Indicates a significant (p=.000) difference in frequency per total time.  ~Indicates a significant (p=.000) difference in frequency per work time.

Table 4: High-intensity movements per player position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total HIM</th>
<th>HIM per rally</th>
<th>HIM per set</th>
<th>HIM per match</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside Hitter</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Blocker</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>186.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Side Hitter</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Specialist (right)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Sp. (middle)</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Sp. (left)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setter</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>189.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libero</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>188.4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Frequency of high-intensity movements per unit total time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3-0 Win: Set 1</th>
<th>3-0 Win: Set 2</th>
<th>3-0 Win: Set 3</th>
<th>3-0 Match Mean</th>
<th>3-2 Win: Set 1</th>
<th>3-2 Win: Set 2</th>
<th>3-2 Win: Set 3</th>
<th>3-2 Win: Set 4</th>
<th>3-2 Win: Set 5</th>
<th>3-2 Match Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside Hitter</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Blocker</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Side Hitter</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Specialist (right)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Sp. (mid)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Sp. (left)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setter</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libero</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Mean frequency high-intensity movements per player position

OH=outside hitter; MB=middle blocker; RS=right side hitter; DSR=defensive specialist-right back; DSM=defensive specialist-middle back; defensive specialist-left back

*Indicates significantly (p=.000) more HIM compared to each of the other positions. ^Indicates that the libero performed significantly more HIM than DS-right (p=.002) and DS-left (p=.003).
Appendix B

EXTENDED LITERATURE REVIEW

Definition of Time Motion Analysis

Managing the physical and physiological status of elite athletes relies on detailed knowledge regarding the demands of performance (7). Time motion analysis (TMA) has been described as an objective method for the quantification of movement patterns in sport situations which provides speeds, durations, distances covered, and other physiological aspects of a sport within a competition setting (14, 16, 41). The use of TMA has focused on temporal characteristics of activities, aids in detecting the predominant energy system being used, and is a conceptual framework for the metabolic component of specific physical preparation of players (16, 18). TMA is thought to increase the specificity of strength and conditioning programs by determining the physical demands of the sport (18). Knowing the distance covered or the range of speeds attained can help in planning training sessions, developing suitable training programs, and can be used to evaluate players’ performance (8).

Two methods have typically been used to perform TMA; video-based analysis and analysis via Global Positioning System (GPS). Video-based analysis is the most commonly used method (14). The use of one to four cameras is the typical approach where each camera is focused on a single player or position (14). Deutsch et al. recommends a 5-m radius around the player for an optimal balance between maximizing the proportion of the field of view and having an adequately-sized frame of reference (12). This allows the analyst to have a closer view of the player’s movement, which may increase the accuracy of their evaluation of locomotor movements. However, this process is relatively labor-intensive and requires a greater amount of time and skill to video-tape (16).
The second video-based method utilizes one or two cameras placed at the halfway mark with each camera focused on the entire playing area or one-half of the field or court and a small overlap to ensure complete coverage (12). The recommendation is to have the cameras set up at an elevation between 3 to 20-m and 5 to 10-m from the sidelines for field sports (14, 47). This method allows the analyst to view the movements of all the players during the entire competition and allows for all players to be analyzed, which is less time-consuming but also makes it more difficult to accurately identify the locomotor movements (47).

GPS is the second technique of TMA, which allows for accurate measurements of horizontal movements, allows multiple players to be monitored at the same time, and is time-effective during analysis (2). However, information regarding reliability and validity of GPS units are sparse, so the interpretation of time-motion results is of concern because GPS units are shown to have poor reliability at high-intensity running (2, 8, 17). It uses approximately three satellites to determine position and calculates speed and distance traveled. There are two units that attach to each player; one around the player’s upper back and the other is sewn into a neoprene sleeveless shirt (39). Several disadvantages exist for GPS usage compared to video-based TMA. An example is that GPS currently cannot be used indoors or within heavily developed areas due to satellite interference from the large buildings (14). Another disadvantage is that the player must wear a unit, which limits its use in sports with physical contact (14, 39). Since GPS is limited to horizontal displacement, any sport involving vertical displacement, like volleyball, cannot use this method for TMA.

\textit{Volleyball}

William G. Morgan invented volleyball in 1895 where he was the Director of Physical Education at the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA). Morgan took characteristics from tennis, handball, basketball, and baseball to derive the game of Mintonette (renamed volleyball since the object of the game is to “volley” the ball back and forth across a net). Mintonette was
designed because basketball was deemed too violent and intense for the older men. The first rules required a net at a height of 6 feet 6 inches and a 25 by 50-foot court, each team could have as many players as they wanted, and there were no limits on the number of contacts before the ball being sent over the net (48). The first official game of volleyball was played in 1896 at Springfield College. Indoor volleyball quickly became one of the most popular sports by 1907; and by 1916, volleyball spread to Brazil, South America, and the Philippines (48). The Olympic committee adopted indoor volleyball in 1964 and in 1981 became an NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association) sport (48). Several organizations, like USA Volleyball and FIVB, have been formed due to the popularity of the sport for the purpose of developing and approving official rules (19).

Today's rules are somewhat different, but the game has still kept distinctive characteristics. A few changes are that the court has been extended to 29 feet 6 inches by 59 feet with a net height of 7 feet 4 ⅛ inches for women and 7 feet 11⅝ inches for men, a team is limited to having six players on the court at any given time, and each side is limited to three contacts before the ball must be sent over the net (19). Volleyball is characterized by rapid and repeated application of force requiring agility and quickness to defend an opponent's attack, transitioning from defense to offense (46). These rapid movements include approach and block jumps, hitting or spiking the ball, and explosively reacting to the ball by passing or diving (46).

Previous Volleyball Studies: Injuries

Past volleyball studies have focused on injuries (predominantly of the knee and shoulder), performance measures, and physiological characteristics (25, 45). Fifteen female collegiate basketball players and fifteen female collegiate volleyball players performed three test trials of a bilateral drop jump and three test trials of a unilateral step landing task (25). A frontal projection angle of knee valgus alignment was measured during both tasks and a digital camera filmed the landing target perpendicular to the frontal plane. The average knee valgus angle value
from the three trials was used for analysis (25). The results of this study indicate that knee valgus angles vary significantly between basketball and volleyball players. Basketball players showed superior control of knee valgus during the unilateral task compared to the volleyball players (25). This may be due to a limited sports-specific unilateral balance tasks within the game of volleyball; whereas basketball players pivot on and around a stance leg (25). Those involved in conditioning these athletes should consider improving bilateral landing mechanics in basketball players and improve unilateral landing technique in volleyball players (25).

Shoulder injuries, primarily overuse injuries, are also prevalent in volleyball players due to the repetitive nature of the game and possibly to muscle imbalance (20, 36). Four female volleyball players from Great Britain National Women’s Volleyball Squad, all complaining of anterolateral shoulder pain and were right arm dominant, participated in a study involving the management of shoulder injuries. The high volume of hitting activities (as well as serving activities) combines with poor mechanics to produce the overuse injuries (36). Dry needling is a technique that involves the direct insertion of acupuncture needles (3-4 inches in length) in which the mechanical stretch by the needle stimulates a spinal reflex causing a contraction of the fibers. The local stretch disentangles myosin from actin allowing it to resume its resting length (36). This study supports the use of dry needling for short-term pain relief and improved active ROM (36).

Previous Volleyball Studies: Performance Measures

Jumping performance measures and isometric leg extensor actions were evaluated in twenty-nine female collegiate athletes to determine if they would be good predictors of agility (3). Researchers determined that NCAA Division I volleyball players had significantly higher countermovement jump heights than NCAA Division III volleyball athletes, which accounted for 34% of the variance in the time from toe-off to heel-down (3). These results indicate that countermovement jump height can predict agility test time; however, since performances on other variables were similar those tests may not be good predictors of competitive performance level
for collegiate volleyball athletes (3). Given that isometric leg extensor action peak force was found to be reliable, but there was no significant relationship. This is not surprising in view of the fact that it is not a dynamic movement and the countermovement jump is the most common performed in sports (3). Therefore, athletes with greater countermovement jump height are more likely to have better agility performance (3).

Malatesta et al. hypothesized that jump performance could be improved with the additional of electromyostimulation (EMS) to a preseason training program. Twelve Italian male volleyball players underwent a 40-day experimental period (three sessions per week) where the subjects partook in EMS for thirty days lasting approximately 12 minutes during their schedule practice time. No plyometrics or leg muscle training was done during this period. The final ten days were similar to the thirty-day sessions only without the EMS training. Vertical jump testing was held pre-training, post-training, and ten days after the post-training test. Subjects performed squat jumps (SJ), a countermovement jump (CMJ), and 15-s of consecutive CMJs on a switch mat that measured flight time with the best of three trials being recorded. The results of this study indicate that EMS training significantly improved the 15-s of consecutive CMJs, but did not increase the single (SJ and CMJ) jumps (31).

The ability to produce maximum ball velocity is a determining element in the effectiveness of a spike in volleyball. Nineteen male Belgian volleyball players underwent goniometric measurements of the dominant and non-dominant shoulder motion in internal and external rotation. The subjects, subsequently, performed six spikes on a resistance platform connected to a digital timer. Researchers evaluated the velocity of the six trials using a radar gun followed by an isokinetic assessment of the dominant shoulder and elbow in the supine position on a dynamometer. Results indicate that the peak torque of the internal rotators showed a relationship with ball velocity performance, particularly at the lowest isokinetic speed, which suggests that strengthening the internal rotators could increase ball velocity (20).
Isokinetic resistance training was performed three times a week for the first three weeks and twice a week for the next three weeks by ten members of the University of Calgary Women’s Volleyball Team. A control group consisted of five female volleyball players. Maximum spike and block jump heights were taken on a wall target graduated in centimeters and the best of three jumps was recorded. Isokinetic measures of peak torque in the knee extension and shoulder flexion by both right and left limbs at 30 and 80 degrees per second using a Cybex II Isokinetic Dynamometer and was performed maximally three times. In order to induce a training effect, the athlete’s ability to exercise at maximal or near maximal intensity at all speed setting is important. The control group showed no significant improvement in any measures. Significant improvements in the block jump occurred after only three weeks of training, but it may be due to improvement in technique. The upper body exercises in the training program did not produce significant increases when compared with the control group. The use of slow contraction speeds should be limited to the initial strength-building phase of the training program since jumping requires speed as well as strength (45).

Twenty-six talent-identified junior volleyball players underwent accuracy and technique assessments of spiking, passing, setting, and serving skills before and after eight weeks of skill-based training. Training induced significant improvements in spiking, setting, and passing accuracy while there was a trend for serving accuracy. However, the training had little effect on body mass, skinfold measurements, lower-body muscular power, or VO$_2$ max. These findings indicate that skill-based training should be supplemented with appropriate energy system training along with strength and power training; however it is unclear whether these improvements would have transferred into game situations (21). In a later study, Gabbett evaluated twenty-five junior volleyball players before and after a twelve-week training program using skill-based conditioning games where players underwent accuracy and technique assessments similar to those in the previous study. Improvements were evident in physical fitness with skill-based conditioning games, although instructional training resulted in greater improvements in technical skill. Skill-based conditioning games showed similar physiological demands to competition and are
associated with improvements in vertical jump, agility, and VO₂max in junior volleyball players (22).

Another service accuracy study compared twenty-six adolescent male subjects (fifteen from team A and 11 on team B) in a rested state and after physical exertion since high fatigue has been shown to impair performance requiring strength, endurance, and rapid movements. Designated areas were given a point value (1, 3, 5, or 7) based on difficulty. Both teams performed similarly on the service test under both conditions. These results indicate that performance was not hindered under physical exertion; however, the test needs to be administered to more novice players and to more advanced players to verify the results. Secondly, all players preferred to aim at the 7-point areas, but they were only 54% successful. Lastly, this service test is easy to administer and can be used easily by coaches to assess their players’ performance (30).

Serving affects the opposing team’s ability to implement a complex offense and can end up in immediate scoring. Quiroga et al. aimed to determine whether playing position is significantly related to the characteristics of their service (type, speed, service area, and effectiveness). Eight games consisted of 1,300 services delivered with fifty-two of the fifty-eight subjects taking part in international games. Results showed that 48.6% of the serves were overhead float serves that were preferred by outside players, which is not the case in men’s volleyball. Next was jump spin power serves (23.9%) primarily used by outside and opposite players. Third, was the jump float serve (17%) used mostly by middle players. The highest number of points was scored through the jump spin power serve, but it also recorded the highest number of errors. There was no relation between the set score and the type of serve or its trajectory, but there was a significant relationship between the players’ position and the effectiveness of the serve. Elite women’s volleyball is progressing toward the types and characteristics of services seen in men’s volleyball. Therefore, training should include a wide variety of services and possibly including male players. These results may be used to optimize training that would optimize the delivery of the different types of serves (38).
Twenty elite male volleyball players from the same national team were taken through vertical jump testing before and after a twelve-month strength and power training program. Subjects performed a CMVJ as well as a spike vertical jump (includes an approach) at body mass and body mass plus 50% using a vaned jump and reach apparatus while jumping from a force plate with a position transducer connected to the weight at their shoulder. Researchers compared these results to a pilot study they conducted earlier on the relationship between depth jump and CMVJ. The results indicate the depth-jump ability is highly associated with CMVJ and spike jump and showed that the stretch-shortening cycle performance is important to improving jump performance. Improvements made in this study did not reach significance, but are of clinical importance since any amount of additional jump height and power will result in better performance. A limitation of this study is that the researchers do not divulge the details of the training program. Possible changes to the training program could, potentially, result in obtaining greater increases in jumping performance (43).

Dalrymple et al. investigated the effect of static and dynamic stretching on vertical jump performance in collegiate women volleyball players. Twelve NCAA Division II female players were randomly assigned to one of three groups (static stretching, dynamic stretching, or no stretching) for the first session, and then performed the other protocols in the following sessions so that all subjects performed all of the protocols. During three testing sessions the subjects performed a low intensity jog for 5 minutes, performed their group’s protocol, and then performed a series of 5 CMJ on a force platform with each jump separated by 1 minute of passive recovery. Results indicate that peak jump height was not significantly different after both the static stretching and the dynamic stretching protocols (11).

Previous Volleyball Studies: Physiological Characteristics

Due to the explosive movements of volleyball, active phases last an average of 7 seconds, so anaerobic metabolism depends on 95% from ATP-PCr and 5% from glycolysis.
Anaerobic power is commonly measured using the Wingate Anaerobic Test, but this test may not be appropriate for athletes. Therefore, vertical jump tests may be parameters that are better measured in volleyball players and they can be done in the field rather than in a laboratory setting. Thus, Kasabalis et al. evaluated the correlation between anaerobic power and vertical jump performance in 109 male subjects of various ages. Results indicate that a vertical jump test may be sufficient to provide valid information to volleyball coaches concerning the anaerobic power of their athletes with a high correlation between peak power and vertical jump (26).

Adolescent girls from a competitive volleyball club were evaluated to determine their physical and performance characteristics by undergoing a battery of tests and measurements. Measurements included body composition using skinfold calipers, girths (neck, shoulder, waist, abdomen, hip, mid-thigh, calf, arm, and forearm), muscular strength using a hand grip and leg dynamometer, power was determined by a vertical jump test using a Vertec apparatus and a standing broad jump, speed, agility assessed using the T-test and shuttle run, muscular endurance using a 1-minute sit-up protocol, balance utilizing the stork stand protocol, flexibility using a sit-an-reach box and shoulder rotation, and serving and spiking velocity using a radar gun measured immediately after contact with the player's hand (34).

The information gathered from this study could aid coaches in identifying physical and performance data specific to an age group for evaluation and development purposes. As expected, height and weight increased with age. Weight showed a strong correlation to hand-grip strength and a moderate correlation to isometric leg strength; whereas lean body mass had slightly strong correlations to strength and power movements and showed a moderate correlation with serving velocity. Therefore, lean body mass appears to be a leading factor in higher performance. Serving and spiking velocities are important to an effective offense with higher velocities closely correlated to age and moderately correlated with experience; however, spiking velocity is less dependent upon age and experience than serving. Thus, age, experience, lean body mass, strength, and balance are key physical and performance characteristics of adolescent female volleyball players (34).
Volleyball performance is based on cognitive, motor, and perceptual abilities. Thirty male subjects from the Greek National team (n=12) and from the Department of Physical Education (n=18) underwent testing in the three different areas. A group of twenty national coaches met and selected abilities which they thought were most important to the elite volleyball athlete.

Three cognitive abilities the coaches thought were important are analytic ability, grouping of information, and retention of information. The Advanced Progressive Matrices Test evaluates analytic ability, “Super Lab” software was used to evaluate group visual information, and the “Psychological Testing Program” software tested the retention of information ability. Important motor abilities include rhythm, multilimb coordination, kinaesthesis, and coincidence. Rhythm was evaluated by the subject stepping on a cowtsouk plate in time with a metronome for 90 steps, multilimb coordination was evaluated by a flight simulator, coincidence was tested using the Bassin Anticipation Timer, and kinaesthesis was measured using the Kinaesthesiometer.

And important perceptual abilities were identified as perceptual speed, focused attention, estimation of speed and direction of a moving object, and prediction. Perceptual speed was tested using “Super Lab” software, predict actions was evaluated using “VideoMashine” software, The Continuous Attention Test was used to assess focused attention, and a tracking task assessed the ability to estimate the speed and trajectory of a moving object using specially designed software (28).

Elite volleyball players did not show superior cognitive abilities over the physical education students, but the elite group was able to detect the cues faster than novices. There is a strong relationship between the perceptual and cognitive attributes. Predicting offensive moves was more efficient in the expert group and was able to estimate its speed and direction more efficiently than the novice group. Experts, also, were superior in judging coincidence, thereby influencing the coincidence anticipation timing with similar results on the rhythm task and in multilimb coordination. Kinaesthesis was the only motor ability in which experts were not superior to novices. This study can lead to a creating a description of abilities that expert volleyball players should possess (28).
Physical exercise promotes the accrual of bone mineral density (BMD) and high mechanical impact and weight-bearing activities seem more efficient in increasing BMD than exercise which does not involve impact loading (7). Volleyball is a sport which imposes high impact and weight-bearing load upon the axial skeleton and the neck of the femur in which a single match may involve more than 300 maximal jumps per player (7). Fifteen professional male volleyball players and fifteen non-active subjects underwent dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry to (DEXA) in order to calculate BMD. Calbet et al. found that volleyball players showed 20-27% greater BMD values in the femoral neck and 14% higher lumbar spine BMD values than the non-active subjects (7). The volleyball players also showed a 7% greater BMD values in the dominant arm than in the contralateral arm. These results indicate a high osteotropic capability for volleyball (7).

Another physiological characteristic that has been examined in volleyball is blood lactate levels in order to determine the energy system that contributes the highest energy production. It has been shown that lactic anaerobic metabolism contributes to energy production after 20 seconds of exercise and that lactate concentration increased significantly after 6 seconds of intense exercise. Chamari et al. hypothesized that lactic anaerobic pathways are activated from the very first seconds of exercise. In order to test their hypothesis, venous blood lactate was measured immediately following, after one minute, after 3 minutes, and after 5 minutes of recovery in eleven male volleyball players after vertical jumping (a single maximal jump, six jumps separated by 20 seconds of recovery, and six consecutive without recovery) (9). The researchers also investigated the role of the upper body in lactate increase in which the subjects performed the same protocol with only the movement of the arms. Results showed that venous blood lactate increase significantly after a maximal vertical jump and six consecutive jumps; however the six jumps separated by 20 seconds of recovery did not show a significant increase. Speculation may conclude that the approach may play an important role in lactate increase and that this increase may be explained by the activation of lactic anaerobic metabolism and/or the resynthesis of the phosphocreatine that was used in brief exercise (9).
Decision-making is an important and difficult task during sport skill performance. The primary task for twenty intermediate-level volleyball players (12 women and 8 men) was a two-handed overhead volleyball set. The direction of the set was determined by the color of the ball and they were told to set the ball through a hoop placed at net height, parallel to the ground. Point values of 0, 1, 2, or 3 were given and totaled after twenty front sets, twenty back sets, and twenty choice sets. The secondary task was an auditory reaction time test where the subject had to respond to an auditory tone played over a speaker by yelling "ball" as quickly as possible. Results indicate that attentional demand was higher on the choice sets, which suggests that choosing the direction of the set affected the attention during the first half of the ball's flight. The findings of this study showed that reaction times were faster at two time periods (PP2 and PP3) which indicate lowered attentional demand at these time points. The addition of decision-making requirements negatively affected setting accuracy. These results could have implications in other sports that require strategic decision-making (44).

Marques et al. investigated the anthropometric and strength characteristics of thirty-five professional male volleyball athletes and to determine if differences exist according to playing position. The subjects underwent the following measurements and tests: height, and body mass, countermovement jump height (CMVJ) using a trigonometric carpet, an overhead medicine ball throw using a 3-kg medicine ball, and maximal dynamic strength using a 4-repetition bench press and a 4-repetition parallel squat. Results indicate that there are significant anthropometric characteristics and muscular strength differences based on playing position. Strength differences in the bench press can be attributed to the geometric scaling paradigm that states that strength is directly related to muscle cross-sectional area which increases with increasing body height. Therefore, bench press performance could be explained since middle blockers are significantly taller than the libero and setters. However, when the differences were expressed according to relative strength the differences and the positive correlation were no longer evident. No significant relationships were found in the parallel squat or the CMVJ possibly due to the fact that all positions use the stretch-shortening cycle. Results of this study can be used by coaches to determine the type of physical profile that is needed for specific positions and to design
resistance training programs to maximize strength and power development for individual athletes (32).

*Previous TMA Studies focused on individual players*

The majority of TMA studies have been performed on rugby, soccer, or field hockey (33, 47). However, basketball (4, 33), cricket (41), futsal (15), and volleyball (42, 49) have recently been investigated. Video-based analysis was the most common TMA method used in the studies reviewed, although the researchers used different approaches to their data collection. Most of the studies filmed individual athletes for data collection; however, some used stationary cameras to view the entire field or court. Besides the differences in filming technique, the most common variables investigated were movement patterns and work-rate.

Movement patterns were typically filmed so the focus was a single player’s movement rather than the entire playing area using zoom (6, 10, 12, 14, 23, 27, 39, 41). Several studies used multiple cameras to track individual player movements. Deutsch et al. evaluated professional rugby union players and determined that forwards spent 12-13% of total match time in high intensity activities because of their involvement in rucking, mauling, and scrimmaging (12, 13, 18). However, backs spend two to three times more time in high intensity running (13). This indicates a need for specificity in training for different player positions due to the large differences in movement demands (18). Rugby, unlike other intermittent sports, has a large horizontal component to the game and time motion analysis does not have the ability to evaluate the specific demands of certain movements or combinations of movements, such as skill or decision-making (13).

A study conducted by Hartwig et al. evaluated adolescent rugby union players using three cameras during matches and GPS during practices to compare on-field training practices to game demands as well as comparing the physiological demands of different playing positions (24). The researchers determined that there were great differences between the
demands of training practices and game demands. Players covered greater distances and performed more sprints during games and that the rugby training sessions did not adequately simulate the high-velocity-repeated-sprint demands of games (24). Since research has shown that training specificity is important for eliciting adaptations, the conclusions of this study are that future research needs to focus on how coaches can achieve training efficiency and specificity without increasing the volume of training sessions (24).

Krustrup et al. filmed fifteen male soccer assistant referees with two cameras; one filming a broad view of the entire field and the other zoomed in on the individual to achieve the best view of the athlete’s movement patterns (29). Frequency and duration of each locomotor movement (1,053 total activities) was recorded and the researchers concluded that performance was impaired during the second half of the match resulting in a reduced ability to achieve the best view of the play (29). However, part of the variance could be explained by the differences in the tempo of the games officiated (29). Through a semiautomatic TMA system, Osgnach et al. evaluated the energy cost and metabolic power of elite soccer athletes from 56 matches of the Italian “Serie A” encompassing 399 players from twenty teams (37).

Similarly, Bloomfield et al. video-taped 55 professional football (i.e. soccer) players from the English Premier League for fifteen-minute periods on six occasions (6). The researchers performed a detailed time-motion analysis of “purposeful movements” (PM) and determined that there was a significant correlation between position and the percentage of time during PM high-intensity activity (6). Less than half the PM was performed in the forward direction (6). Referees have the responsibility to implement rules and to assure that players abide by the rules. Therefore, referees are obligated to keep up with play to be in a good position to make quality calls (40). Futsal is an indoor sport similar to soccer, however differences exist in the size of the pitch, the number of players, and in the total duration of the match, which may impose physical and physiological differences (40). Eighteen futsal referees were evaluated during nine official professional matches resulting in a change in activity every 3.5 seconds and a total distance covered of 5.89 km, in which only 0.96km was high intensity running. Combined with the high
number of activity changes the data show that unconventional movement, accelerations, and
decelerations are important to the activity profile of futsal referees. Therefore, futsal referees
need to combine high and low intensity forward running and sideways running with prolonged
intermittent exercise aerobic high-intensity training (40).

Randers et al. tracked highly trained football (i.e. soccer) players with a multiple camera
semi-automatic passive analysis system (Amisco Pro™) that used eight cameras positioned at
the top of the stadium and compared these results to a manual video-based time motion analysis
system where the cameras were placed at midfield, 20 m high, and 30 m from the touchline and,
also, to two GPS tracking systems to determine accuracy (39). “The researchers evaluated the
ability of each system to track player movement and to detect changes during the game” (39).
Frequency, distance covered, and time spent in movements was determined and compared by
the four analysis systems. High intensity running ranged from 1.61 km (video-based analysis) to
2.65 km (semi-automatic camera system) compared to 9.51 km (video-based analysis) and 10.83
km (semi-automatic camera system) of total distance covered (39). Total distance covered,
however, is a poor indicator of the physical stresses during a match (29).

Soccer is known to be a sport with a wide range of movements and intensities. The skill
level, style of play, tactical strategies, playing position, and the physical capacity of the individual
players on both teams all have some impact on the interval work rate of soccer matches (35).
Knowing the intensity, duration, and frequency of high-intensity activities during a soccer match
may create more specific training situations. Therefore, a study was conducted to quantify the
duration and intensity of each work bout and the duration and intensity of each recovery bout
during a soccer match (35). The researchers used StepWatch Activity Monitors™ that graphically
displayed the data in a square wave to clearly define the intensity, frequency, and duration of
each step taken by the players. Using a square wave may give more precise information about
the success of a specific training program, especially in the later portions of a match, and could
be implemented using instantaneous velocity data from video-based digitizing systems (35).
Studies that filmed the entire playing area focused on gross movement patterns and distance covered typically had multiple stationary cameras that were synchronized. One study concluded that field hockey players spent 95% of total time in low intensity activity and active rest, which is less than the values previously reported (47). The differences are likely to be due to variations in the classifications of the locomotor movements (47). Basketball players changed activity every 2.82 s relative to playing time and covered ~7,558 m during the course of a game accounting for approximately 652 movements per game (5). These numbers show the need for improving aerobic and anaerobic power during practice sessions, however the small sample size is a limitation of this study (33).

Sheppard et al. investigated elite men’s volleyball players to determine the demands of the front row (outsides, middles, and setters). Eight matches from the 2004 Olympic Games and eight international matches from a variety of teams were analyzed for all major activities performed. The study also included assessed vertical jump height (countermovement vertical jump and a spike jump with an approach) and anthropometric measures in elite male volleyball athletes from Argentina, Australia, Canada, and Brazil. TMA analysis revealed that middles (who are, generally, larger and heavier players) performed more attack and block jumps than the other positions. Therefore, the larger volume of jumps and landing stresses must be taken into consideration as well as the rapid, lateral movements in assisting the outside blockers. Setters had a relatively high submaximal jumping demand and outsides when jump setting and a modest jumping demand when assisting the outside blocker while outsides had greater relative jump ability on the spike jump test. The setters and middles on the winning teams had a greater blocking demand than the losing teams and the setters also had a high number of defensive dives. TMA and physiological characteristics evaluation revealed important differences in playing demand of different positions (42).
Work rates were determined in several studies to provide detailed demands of the sporting event to assist coaches and strength and conditioning professionals in prescribing specific training programs. The work rates are expressed as work-to-rest ratios, percentages of total time, or percentages of total distance covered. The study performed by Kay et al. concluded that rugby referees had a work-to-rest ratio of 2:1, which shows that sufficient rest occurs throughout the match (27). Fielding positions in cricket are perceived as undemanding, which is supported by Rudkin et al. that determined a work-to-rest ratio of 1:83.9 (41). Forwards in rugby union spent significantly more total time in high intensity work than backs and front row forwards were involved in roughly 25% more rucks and mauls than back row forwards (41). Work to rest ratios determined that Australian Rules Field Umpires spent a majority of the time in submaximal activity with a ratio of 1:4.5, which led the investigators to conclude that the change from a two-umpire system to a three-umpire system has reduced the physical demands (10). Likewise, Veale et al. concluded that low intensity activity was the predominant activity in Australian Rules Football players, so the aerobic system is heavily relied upon (50).

One investigation used heart rate monitors and blood lactate concentrations in addition to analyzing movement patterns to obtain a more detailed analysis of the physical demands of assistant soccer referees (29). The researchers used two camcorders to film the games. The results indicate that the movement patterns are characterized by long periods of low activity interspersed with short periods of intense exercise, heart rate was over 80% of the individual’s maximum heart rate for 31% of total time, and that blood lactate levels were approximately the same during the first and second halves (29). Andersson et al. analyzed video footage and heart rates of seventeen elite female soccer players to compare exercise intensity and fatigue during 54 competitive games (1). The game times were divided into smaller periods lasting fifteen minutes. Results indicate that the number of game activities and the mean duration of the games were similar, including the number of high intensity activity (1). However, more high intensity running is performed in the first four 15-minutes during international games as opposed to domestic games, but the difference was due to more frequent activity, not longer duration.
Furthermore, less high intensity running took place in the past thirty minutes in the international compared to the domestic games, indicating that the players experienced a higher degree of fatigue in the international games. A peak heart rate was found to be 187 ± 2 bpm in international games and 185 ± 2 bpm during domestic games, although there were large individual differences in fatigue development (1). The conclusions from this study suggest that female soccer players should aim to implement more high intensity aerobic training and speed-endurance training to meet the physical challenges of international play (1). Using a similar protocol, Dogramaci et al. evaluated the physiological demands of futsal, a five-a-side indoor soccer sport that is growing rapidly across the world (15). Due to the unlimited substitutions, futsal has a high-intensity energy demand and is fast-paced. The event recorder program used in this study revealed a reliance on recovery and that a superior aerobic capacity should be a priority during training, which may delay the onset of fatigue (15).

Conclusion

The methods in these studies vary widely in their approach to data collection. However, TMA has been shown to be useful in determining the physical demands of a sport and prescribing a specific strength and conditioning program to enhance performance. More research is needed in indoor volleyball among all playing positions and within the different levels of competition to add to the literature.
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